
 

 

 

 

 

INAUGARATION OF WALL MAGAZINE 

DEPARTMENT OF GEOGRAPHY 

DATE: 20.12.2023 

VENUE: GEOGRAPHY DEPARTMENT 

          Members Present: - 01.  Dr. Swapan Kumar Misra (Principal) 

                                            02. Dr. Bidhan Chandra Samanta 

                                             03.   Smt. Irani Banerji Chatterjee (HOD) 

            04.  Smt. Rita Pradhan 

           05. Sri Sujoy Das 

           06. Sri Sanatan Sasmal 

     Twitter Link :-   

    https://x.com/MugberiaM/status/1737513896058167689?s=20 

       

          The Geography Department of  Mugberia Gangadhar Mahavidyalaya arranged a one day 

“WALL MAGAZINE” Programme on the 20th December, 2023 at 12 pm. Hon’ble Dr. Swapan 

Kumar Mishra, The Principal of the institution chaired the programme as president. Hon’ble 

President and the departmental Head, Smt. Irani Banerji Chatterjee declared the auspicious 

inauguration through watering the  newly planted tree in our college. Besides, Hon’ble Professor 

Dr. Bidhan Samanta, Smt. Rita Pradhan, Sanatan Sasmal, Sujoy Das were present in the 

observation. The principal of the institution, Dr. Mishra delivered his valuable speech on the 

importance of wall magazine. The whole programme was conducted by the department eager 

student. Smt. Rita Pradhan was  in-charge of  this Wall Magazine with the students. 70 students 

participated in this programme. The topic of the magazine was named as “GOING GREEN 

THROUGH  INNOVATION”’.  The program reflected the concern of the students about how the 

world can be greener with new inventions. The students gots more  ideas about new inventions.            

FACULTIES 



 All sem, students participated in this programme. Monalisha Manna, Dipanjana Maity, Bhaswati 

Patra, Shreyashi Das, Sudeshna Mal were also wrote this matter. Satyajit Maiti and Subhajit Shee 

has painted the fantastic  wall magazine picture. 

Prof. Dr. Bidhan Chandra Samanta delivered his speech on the important of the “WALL 

MAGAZINE”. Moreover, Dept. Head, Smt. Irani Banerji Chatterjee delivered her valuable 

speech on the wall magazine and inspired the all student to achieve more knowledge about this. 

Then, the students of  the institution participated in cultural programme to mark the day. Last of 

all, the president of the programme declared the end of the ceremony with a vote of marks and 

with a pledge to arrange more such ceremonies in future. 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Magazine 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Photo of the event... 




